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The Ranchers Runaway Bride
Description's Comin' Soon But with the title, I think you can guess... All the books in the Triple
J Ranch are standalone novels and there are no cliffhangers! While they can be read in any
order, you might enjoy starting with Second Chance Ranch, or Finding Love in Montana.
There are ZERO cliffhangers. Triple J Ranch Books: Finding Love in Montana - Prequel ASIN:
B0851PKZ56 Second Chance Ranch - Book 1 ASIN: B083346B6F Cowboy Ranch - Book 2
ASIN: B08543ZSS3 Runaway Cowgirl Bride - Book 3 Faith of A Cowboy - Book 4 (Coming
Soon)
A runaway bride. A single-dad rancher. Who said opposites don't attract? Perhaps applying to a
Help Wanted ad in her wedding gown wasn't the best way to make a first impression on a job
interview! But Kate Scott needed to escape the humiliation of her hastily called-off wedding.
Cabot Dixon's Montana ranch, if not the most welcoming place in the West, seemed like the
perfect place to keep a low profile. Cabot was a rancher—not a couples' counselor!—and his
past experiences with women (plus the dusty wedding dress) told him Kate was a runner. So
when his young son, Tyler, attached himself to Kate and made not-so-subtle hints about wanting
her as his mom, the single dad wondered what he'd opened himself up to…especially when he
realized that he'd do anything to have the runaway bride by his side for keeps!
Damsel in a wedding dress! Jilted at the altar, celebrity chef Meghan Finnegan flees the
scene—and the baying press—only to run straight into the muscled torso of Cash Sullivan. The
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former rodeo champion knows what it's like to have your life crumble in the spotlight, so he
offers Meghan a place to lie low at his ranch. Fresh air, no paparazzi and the brooding rancher's
lazy smile are making Meghan not want to leave her sanctuary. But she and her unborn baby
can't stay here forever…can they?
As a devastating summer storm hits Grand Springs, Colorado, the next thirty-six hours will
change the town and its residents forever… Randi Howell had already fled her wedding when
the lights went out leaving everyone confused. That's when she overheard a murder plot. Now
on the run from the ruthless killers and a furious fiancé, she's made it halfway across the
country to Texas. Brady Jones's ranch is the perfect safe haven—big sky, horses and no
questions. Brady has taken in enough misfits and strays to know trouble when he sees it, but
something about the feisty woman with the raven curls makes him give her a chance. Just as
Randi is making him face his fears about love he learns she may have put everyone in danger….
Book 7 of the 36 Hours series. Don't miss Book 8: An abandoned baby, a marriage of
convenience—the storm turns lives upside down in Marriage by Contract by Sandra Steffen.
The Rancher And The Runaway Bride Part Three
A Historical Western Short Story
The Rangers of Purple Heart Ranch, #3
Texas Brides: The Rancher And The Runaway Bride
The Rancher Who Took Her In
And the bride wore…running shoes? Publicly shamed by her former
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fiancé, Lady Chelsea Ashford Alden has fallen from grace and her
intimate life has become fodder for the British tabloids. On the run
from the paparazzi, there's only one place for the errant aristocrat
to wait out the scandal: her best friend's cottage in Celebration,
Texas… Instead of foiling a burglar, rancher Ethan Campbell startles a
gorgeous blonde in the bathtub! Chelsea covers up…her true identity.
But not her sizzling attraction to the tall, dark and hunky cowboy.
Ethan has loved and lost, and until Chelsea, he never thought he'd
love again. But he doesn't know her secret, and if she reveals the
truth, he might be the one to run this time around.
36 Hours Serial As a devastating summer storm hits Grand Springs,
Colorado, the next thirty-six hours will change the town and its
residents forever....
This is a BBW Romance When a threat is made against her, Ellie
Sterling is sent to hide out at Logan Trask’s ranch in Wyoming. She
doesn’t know who is after her. Or why. She’s a curvy illustrator, for
goodness’ sake, not a crime fighter. Retired SEAL Logan is asked to
look after Ellie. When he finds her curves more tempting than he
thought possible, suddenly he’s the one in danger - of losing his
heart. But when revelations from Ellie’s shadowed past take her by
surprise, Logan is the one she turns to. Can this burned-out SEAL give
her a safe haven in his strong arms, despite having a secret of his
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own? This is a sexy contemporary romance novella of approximately
31,000 words. Although it’s part of the Billionaire Brothers series,
it can be read as a stand-alone romance. EXCERPT: “I’m … I’m glad
you’re here,” she confessed. Although his hands were just touching her
shoulders, she felt safe in his loose embrace. "So am I,” he muttered.
Their gazes met and held for a long second, then Logan’s mouth oh-soslowly descended. Ellie’s pulse skittered and she held her breath. He
kissed her lightly, softly. A tingle of electricity zipped through
her. Then his lips claimed hers once more. Ellie sighed against his
mouth as the kiss intensified. Just as her arms stole around his neck,
he stepped back, wrenching his mouth from hers. “Sorry.” He raked his
hand through his hair. “I shouldn’t have done that.”
Mail-order bride Edwina Ladoux is grateful for the three-month
courtship period she agreed to with Declan Brodie and his four
rambunctious children, but experiences a change of heart when Declan's
first wife suddenly returns.
The Rancher's Christmas Bride
The Earl's Pregnant Bride / the Rancher Who Took Her In
The Rancher and the Runaway Bride
The Rancher's Royal Bride
Runaway Cowgirl Bride
Chasing his runaway bride to the altar is all this Army Ranger cares about in this
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modern day marriage of convenience. After years of fact-checking and fetching coffee,
reporter Lana Hunt has finally been given a chance to shine. Her exposé on the Montana
ranch where soldiers are finding a gold rush of convenient brides could lead to the job
of her dreams. Putting her investigative skills to the test to discover if the ranch is a cult
or the stuff of fairy tales, Lana goes undercover inside a bridal boutique only to come
face to face with the man she left at the altar a year ago. Even though he was jilted by
the love of his life, Mac Kenzie still loves weddings and is happy to help his friends plan
theirs. But when he goes to assist the bride to be, he’s stunned to find his own runaway
fiancée dressed in a wedding gown. Even more shocking, Lana is still wearing Mac’s
engagement ring. Certain she still has feelings for him, he proposes a deal. He’ll help
her get the scoop on the Purple Heart Ranch if she’ll help him plan his friends’
wedding. To get the story and the promotion, Lana agrees to Mac’s conditions. But as
the two of them plan a future for the bride and groom, Lana wonders if there’s a chance
to revise the ending of their own story? And after years of coming in second to her
career, Mac knows this is his last shot to make Lana his. But as her deadline draws
closer, he can’t help but wonder if the girl who’s held his heart since he was six will
choose her byline over taking his last name?
"Sandas will leave you breathless." —LINDA BRODAY, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author for The Gunslinger's Vow Three runaway brides Determined to
escape their fates Flee West to find freedom that can only be had in a cowboy's arms...
Courtney Adams never questioned the future her parents laid out for her...until the day
she was to marry one of Boston's elite. Desperate, she flees the church in a flurry of
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bridal finery and trades her pearls for a train ticket to Montana—only to be mistaken for a
surly cowboy's mail order bride! Dean Lawton doesn't want a wife—especially not some
fancy Eastern lady he believes his brother "ordered" behind his back. Yet one mistake
leads to another, and before the dust can settle, he finds himself married to a woman
who challenges him at every step...and sets his wounded heart ablaze. But the clock is
ticking on this marriage of inconvenience, and soon Dean must decide: convince
Courtney to remain in his arms, or lose her light forever... Runaway Brides Series: The
Gunslinger's Vow (Book 1) The Cowboy's Honor (Book 2) Praise for Amy Sandas:
"[B]eautifully written romance that's full of adventure—electric and absorbing."—Kirkus
for Lord of Lies "Pure perfection."—Romancing the Book for The Untouchable Earl
"Smart and Sexy."—Booklist for Luck is No Lady
Kidnap Victim–Or Runaway Bride? What would people think of her, Jenny Eriksen
fumed. After all, she'd disappeared from her own engagement ball! And now she was
trapped in a tumbleweed of a town, facing down Luke McLintock, a man with a mission,
who'd stolen her away from her fiancé–body, soul...and heart!
A RUNAWAY BRIDE Grace Marshall fled the church moments before her ceremony,
leaving her twin sister buttoned into the wedding dress. A risky move for a good reason,
and now she has to deal with the fallout. She expects the town and her family to be
angry, but not this cowboy she just met. Who is he to judge? WITH SECRETS TO HIDE
Horse trainer Mike Torres Thompson fabricated new identities for his siblings in order
to keep them together after their parents died. Different location, different names,
different lives. Once these last two kids are on their feet-and those feet moving out his
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door, he can pursue his own dream of a ranch for abused horses. Then he meets Grace,
and all his carefully-formed plans run away like a mustang. Or a bride. Neither denies
their physical attraction, but love? Can the runaway bride and the responsible family
man overcome their pasts and learn to trust? Will they be able to take a leap of faith
toward a future together? ---------------------------------------------- Author's note: While this is
the second book in the series, it can be read at any time as a stand alone. I hope you
enjoy them all, in whatever order you read them. WHAT REVIEWERS ARE SAYING
ABOUT MEGAN'S BOOKS: THE WEDDING RESCUE, Love in Little Tree Book 1 4 Stars
(at the Long and Short Reviews site; 3 stars on Amazon), Long and Short Reviews The
Wedding Rescue is a full bodied romance filled with a lot of emotional layers. There's
gentle humor, characters that are genuinely likeable, and a few that are not, with good
reason. It's a well told romance story that takes the time to explore all the nuances of
ranch and community life and shares with a reader all its charm and quirks. 4 Stars,
Jeep Diva reviews a slow burn type of romance ... you need to read this one! STAND-IN
MOM 4 1/2 Stars, Romantic Times Book Reviews a -charming romance- and -a runaway
good read.- 4 1/2 Books from Long and Short Reviews -rich in emotional detail- Voted
Book of the Week at LASR Readers 4 Cups from Coffee Time Romance -This is a book
you will be glad you took the time to read.- THE MARRIAGE SOLUTION 4 Stars,
Romantic Times Book Reviews -a sweet story of love and parenting.- MARRYING THE
BOSS 2008 Romantic Times Reviewers Choice Nominee Best First Book
Heartbreak Creek
A Bride for the Runaway Groom
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Rancher to the Rescue
The Runaway Bride
The Cowboy's Runaway Bride

A Cowboy for Christmas After being jilted at the altar, all Marissa Walker wants for
Christmas is to escape her life. Fleeing to Bluebonnet Springs and the ailing grandfather she's
never known seems like the perfect solution. But when her limo breaks down, neighboring
rancher Alex Palermo comes to her rescue. With his ranch in jeopardy, Alex can't afford
any distractions right now--until he sees a bedraggled runaway bride on the side of the road.
Alex can't turn his back on the spunky city girl, and soon his priority becomes convincing her
to stay. Because Christmas--and his future--would be much merrier with Marissa as his
bride.
Since Randi Howell fled her own wedding—and sinister gunmen—and made a new home at
Brady Jones’s Texas ranch, she knows this is where she belongs, with the work, the horses
and especially Brady.
The Rancher's Runaway Bride by Judith Bowen released on Mar 25, 1997 is available now
for purchase.
New York Times bestselling author Diana Palmer revisits a classic tale of hot days—and
nights—on the Texas range! Cort Brannt, heir to the Skylance Ranch empire, has a constant
flow of women galloping into his life. Still, the handsome lone wolf sends them on their way
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just as quickly, refusing to let anyone lasso his heart. But everything changes when a pretty,
vivacious neighbor named Maddie Lane, catches his eye. Has the most eligible bachelor in
Branntville met his match after all?
The Wanted Bride
Clean & Wholesome Cowboy Romance
The Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 2 (36 Hours, Book 20)
The Rancher And The Runaway Bride Part Two
The Rancher And The Runaway Bride Part One
While working together on a celebrity wedding party, Rose
Huntingdon-Cross wonders just what could make millionaire
Will Carter walk down the aisle.
36 Hours Serial As a devastating summer storm hits Grand
Springs, Colorado, the next thirty-six hours will change the
town and its residents forever…. The Rancher and the Runaway
Bride Part 2 Since Randi Howell fled her own wedding—and
sinister gunmen—and made a new home at Brady Jones's Texas
ranch, she knows this is where she belongs, with the work,
the horses and especially Brady. Randi doesn't know who the
gunmen were planning to kill, but she heard enough that
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they're still after her. She's safe for now far away in
Texas. But she hasn't told Brady about her past. The strong,
handsome rancher is everything she has ever wanted in a man.
He's a man of honor—how could he accept her if he knew she'd
left her fiancé at the altar? Read the conclusion in The
Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 3.
Instalove alters the plan when an Army Ranger makes a
calculated deal to wed a female rancher in a modern day
marriage of convenience. Army Ranger Tony Keaton is under a
tight deadline. He’s got just 90 days to break ground,
construct, and open the elite forces training camp he and
his men have been planning since they left the military. The
problem is his camp, which is on the grounds of the Purple
Heart Ranch, needs access to the adjoining creek for their
training exercises. Luckily, the stunning female rancher who
owns that piece of land is willing to make a deal. Cattle
rancher Brenda Vance is shedding ranch hands who can’t stand
working for a woman. But she’s also bleeding money as she
modernizes her property. To cover the debt of the
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technological advances, she agrees to sell the creek to
Keaton. But the only way to cut through the red tape and
transfer the land quickly enough to meet his 90 day deadline
is to get married. Their iron-clad prenup protects her
assets, but what will protect her heart? As Keaton and his
unit of Army Rangers work the land with no problem taking
orders from a woman, Brenda has dangerous dreams of this
marriage lasting longer than the red tape requires. Dating
isn’t on Keaton’s to do list, but a woman like Brenda makes
him want to move love to the top of his priorities. Will
these two stick to the deal and go their separate ways once
the camp is up and running? Or will they change their plans
and make this marriage of convenience last?
When Amy Piece gets off the train in Blooming Grove, Montana
with only a few coins in her pocket and the determination to
start a new life, she's sure there's been a mistake. Instead
of the bustling railroad stop she expected, there's little
more than a mercantile and ominous foundations without
buildings to match. Amy refuses to turn back to a life of
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unhappiness, but wouldn't that be better than starving to
death in the middle of nowhere?When Ezra Miller, a local
rancher with a serious demeanor and stiff sense of
responsibility, stumbles upon Amy, his heart skips a beat.
The last thing he needs in his life is another complication,
but he won't leave a woman alone and unprotected. With Amy's
honor and Ezra's responsibility hitting head on, the only
way he can keep her safe is through a marriage of
convenience. As news of an outlaw posse reaches the ranch,
he realizes he may have done the opposite...Amy and Ezra had
both given up on love a long time ago. Will they work
through their difficult pasts and give love a second chance?
BBW Western Romance
The Wedding Series, Book 4
a Sweet Marriage of Convenience Western Romance
The Rancher and the Runaway Bride\The Cowboy and the
Princess\The Wrangler and the Rich Girl
Hawk's Way Bachelors
Chasing his runaway bride to the altar is all this Army Ranger cares about
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in this modern day marriage of convenience. After years of fact-checking
and fetching coffee, reporter Lana Hunt has finally been given a chance to
shine. Her exposé on the Montana ranch where soldiers are finding a gold
rush of convenient brides could lead to the job of her dreams. Putting her
investigative skills to the test to discover if the ranch is a cult or the stuff
of fairy tales, Lana goes undercover inside a bridal boutique only to come
face to face with the man she left at the altar a year ago. Even though he
was jilted by the love of his life, Mac Kenzie still loves weddings and is
happy to help his friends plan theirs. But when he goes to assist the bride
to be, he's stunned to find his own runaway fiancée dressed in a wedding
gown. Even more shocking, Lana is still wearing Mac's engagement ring.
Certain she still has feelings for him, he proposes a deal. He'll help her get
the scoop on the Purple Heart Ranch if she'll help him plan his friends'
wedding. To get the story and the promotion, Lana agrees to Mac's
conditions. But as the two of them plan a future for the bride and groom,
Lana wonders if there's a chance to revise the ending of their own story?
And after years of coming in second to her career, Mac knows this is his
last shot to make Lana his. But as her deadline draws closer, he can't help
but wonder if the girl who's held his heart since he was six will choose her
byline over taking his last name?
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The Earl's Pregnant Bride - Christine Rimmer The stick turned (royal) blue...
And now the Princess is in a pickle. Because the night that Genevra BravoCalabretti and the new Earl of Hartmore, Rafael DeValery, turned to each
other, it was for comfort upon the death of his brother—the man who was
about to propose to Genny. It was not supposed to change their lives
forever. But it had. For Rafe, it cemented his awareness that he'd been in
love with Genevra since forever. And for Genny, it made her realize that
Rafe was not the second-chance brother, but the one who'd held her heart
all along...now all she had to do was convince him of that. Hopefully before
the new heir(ess?) to the estate arrived... The Rancher Who Took Her in Teresa Southwick A runaway bride. A single dad rancher. Who said
opposites don't attract? Perhaps applying to a Help Wanted ad in her
wedding gown wasn't the best way to make a first impression on a job
interview! But Kate Dixon needed to escape the humiliation of her hastily
called-off wedding. Cabot Dixon's Montana ranch, if not the most
welcoming place in the West, seemed like the perfect place to keep a low
profile. Cabot was a rancher—not a couples' counselor!—and his past
experiences with women (plus the dusty wedding dress) told him Kate was
a runner. So when his young son Tyler attached himself to Kate and made
not-so-subtle hints about wanting her as his mom, the single dad wondered
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what he'd opened himself up to...especially when he realized that he'd do
anything to keep the runaway bride by his side for keeps!
The Rancher and the Runaway BrideHarlequin
When former Marine and current rancher Cade Donovan inherits his
grandfather's business, he’s forced to return home. There’s just one catch.
The store caused a bitter feud between the Donovans and O’Rileys after his
grandfather won it in a poker game. Now Cadehas to share his inheritance
with the enemy...the all-grown-up and sinfully tempting Piper O’Riley. After
ditching two fiancés at the altar, Piper has a reputation for being the
town's runaway bride. The irony is, Piper is woefully inexperienced when it
comes to real, true physical attraction. And working with Cade is torture.
The kind that can keep a girl up all night imagining naughty, delicious
things. Things that Cade is more than happy to show her... It's all fun and
sexy games...until the truth of why Cade left town comes out. Donovan
Brothers Book 1: Her Summer with the Marine Donovan Brothers Book 2:
Chasing the Runaway Bride Donovan Brothers Book 3: Head Over Heels for
the Boss
The Rancher
Runaway Bride
The Rancher takes his Runaway Bride
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The Rancher Takes His Runaway Bride
Three Sweet Marriage of Convenience Western Romances
“Are you sure, baby?” The father of the bride-to-be noted the concern
and confusion on his daughter’s face. Just before her walk down the
aisle, Judi Monroe overheard a conversation that indicated marrying
Sterling Carroll might be a big mistake. Escaping her socialite
wedding in Lake Forest, Illinois, she headed west, covering her tracks
as she went. In an isolated corner of Wyoming, she swerved her car to
avoid hitting a horse and rider on the road, crashing into a tree.
She’s rescued by that lone rider – or Ranger, as she fleetingly
recalls -- a rugged rancher named Thomas Vance. Needing some time to
puzzle out her predicament, Judi lands in the arms of a doubting
Thomas, a man with a strong jaw, deep-green eyes and a commanding
presence. When Judi dodges his personal questions, Thomas’ teenage
half-sister Becky suggests amnesia as an explanation. Judi seizes on
this foot in the Diamond V door, and stays on as a caretaker for
Thomas’ beloved grandmother. Judi finds a family on the Diamond V,
even as her "Helga" masquerade slowly unravels. But as she falls hard
for her horse whisperer, she fears her secret will only cause him to
bolt from her life. As for Thomas, he knows this impostor is lying,
and it wouldn’t be the first time an outsider betrayed his family. Yet
he can’t help but trust this sexy, independent, smart woman who has
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lassoed his heart. Reader Reviews “Loyal readers know what to expect
from a Patricia McLinn book--a strong, emotional story, a solid plot,
and characters so real you miss them when the story ends. ‘The Runaway
Bride’ is no exception.” -- 5-star Amazon review McLinn “creates a
fresh approach to the classic amnesia tale, giving ‘Runaway Bride’ an
appealing twist. ... [This] remarkable cast of characters will linger
in the reader's memory long after the last page is turned. Very highly
recommended.” – 5-star Amazon review “A fun quick read that's filled
with tenderness and passion. … The hero Thomas Vance is sexy and
heroic and Judi is lovely.” – Goodreads review “A fantastic, fun read
with memorable characters you'll fall in love with!” – 5-star Amazon
review Get all the books in Patricia McLinn’s The Wedding Series
today! Prelude to a Wedding* Wedding Party* Grady’s Wedding* The
Runaway Bride The Christmas Princess Hoops (prequel to The Surprise
Princess) The Surprise Princess Not a Family Man (prequel to The
Forgotten Prince) The Forgotten Prince Box Sets *The Wedding Series
Trilogy (Books 1-3) The Wedding Series Box Set Two: The Runaway Bride
and The Christmas Princess The Wedding Series Box Set Three: Hoops
(prequel) and The Surprise Princess The Wedding Series Box Set Four:
Not a Family Man (prequel) and The Forgotten Prince Revisit some of
The Runaway Bride characters in McLinn's A Cowboy Wedding, Book 7 of
her Wyoming Wildflowers western romance series. If you like McLinn’s
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wedding romance stories, try her Marry Me series now! Wedding of the
Century The Unexpected Wedding Guest A Most Unlikely Wedding Baby
Blues and Wedding Bells And if you prefer small-town romance, check
out her Seasons in a Small Town series today! What Are Friends For?
(Spring) The Right Brother (Summer) Falling for Her (Autumn) Warm
Front (Winter)
36 Hours Serial As a devastating summer storm hits Grand Springs,
Colorado, the next thirty–six hours will change the town and its
residents forever.... The Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 2 Since
Randi Howell fled her own wedding–and sinister gunmen–and made a new
home at Brady Jones's Texas ranch, she knows this is where she
belongs, with the work, the horses and especially Brady. Randi doesn't
know who the gunmen were planning to kill, but she heard enough that
they're still after her. She's safe for now far away in Texas. But she
hasn't told Brady about her past. The strong, handsome rancher is
everything she has ever wanted in a man. He's a man of honor–how could
he accept her if he knew she'd left her fiancé at the altar? Read the
conclusion in The Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 3.
36 Hours Serial As a devastating summer storm hits Grand Springs,
Colorado, the next thirty–six hours will change the town and its
residents forever.... The Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 1 Grand
Springs is about to have it's most spectacular wedding–or it was,
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until the bride, Randi Howell, ran off. She took advantage of the
power failure to sneak out of the lodge–only to overhear strange
gunmen discussing a murder. Now she's on the run from a furious groom
and ruthless killers. Fleeing halfway across the country to Texas,
Randi arrives at Brady Jones's ranch. It's the perfect safe haven–big
sky, horses and no questions. And since the handsome cowboy's willing
to take a chance on her, she'll work hard and prove her worth while
she's there. Brady has taken in enough misfits and strays to know
trouble when he sees it, but something about the feisty girl with the
raven curls is making him look the other way. He hopes he won't regret
giving her a chance.... The story continues in The Rancher and the
Runaway Bride Parts 2 and 3.
THE RANCHER AND THE RUNAWAY BRIDE Tate Whitelaw has had enough of her
older brothers interfering in her life. So she decides to split from
the ranch and does what any young, red-blooded girl would do--run
straight into the arms of rancher Adam Phillips. Adam's in no mood to
rescue a damsel in distress, but his heart has other ideas. Tate has
no clue that her estranged brother, Jesse, is as close as the
neighboring spread...and Adam has no intention of telling her. But
when she discovers that Jesse is a ranch hand next door, Adam has some
explaining ahead of him. Add in the three Whitelaw boys, who show up
to make sure their sister's an honest woman, and there's nothing left
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to say except "I do." THE BLUEST EYES IN TEXAS When debutante Lindsey
Major came under the protection of Texas Ranger Burr Covington, she
discovered her greatest challenge yet. Because Burr was determined not
to succumb to her charms--despite the desire she saw simmering in
his...
The Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 3 (36 Hours, Book 21)
The Rancher's Runaway Bride
Luke's Runaway Bride (Mills & Boon Historical)
The Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 1 (36 Hours, Book 19)
Cherish Duo

When lovestruck virgin Tate Whitelaw becomes brawny Adam Philipss adoring woman,
her bossy brothers arrive with shotguns in hand!
She's a Runaway Bride Valerie Burrows is running from a wedding, her attorney fiance,
and the law. Pampered Valerie takes a bus to nowheresville, where she learns her cash
and credit cards have been stolen. Left with only her designer clothes and luggage she
takes on a new identity and must learn to be self-reliant. She swears off men, especially
attorneys, only to find the one man who refuses a one night stand and wants a
relationship. He's Looking For A Wife Matt Jordan, the Colorado Crusher, is the most
successful liability lawyer in the state. After the death of his brother-in-law, he realizes
he's ready to settle down with a family of his own. His only requirements are intelligent,
great-looking, wants more than a hook-up, and doesn't lie. After witnessing the lies his
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father told his mother, he demands complete honesty. Yet Valerie Brown shows him
sometimes in order to find yourself, you must become someone else. Even if that
means lying."
When her pa promises her hand to a man older than himself, Cora Hodges has no
choice but to run away. With no kith or kin to turn to, she flees the only home she’s
ever known and seeks help from her good friend, Gabe Sanders. If anyone can help
her, it’s Gabe. But will the handsome rancher be willing? Gabe's friendly feelings for
Cora have undergone a drastic change since she’s grown into a beautiful young
woman. When Cora comes to him in dire need of rescue, what’s a fella to do but offer
matrimony and the protection of his name? But how will Gabe endure a marriage in
name only, loving Cora the way he does? KEYWORDS: sweet romance, clean
romance, inspirational romance, Christian romance, Texas romance, cowboy romance,
historical, historical western romance, short story, series romance
36 Hours Serial As a devastating summer storm hits Grand Springs, Colorado, the next
thirty-six hours will change the town and its residents forever…. The Rancher and the
Runaway Bride Part 3 Time is running out for runaway bride Randi Howell. The hitmen
are hot on her trail, and soon no one will be safe at Brady's ranch. Texas feels a lifetime
away from Grand Springs, but going home and facing up to her old life may be the only
way to hang on to the new one. Randi's days of running are over—she just hopes that
Brady can face his fears about love and stop running, too…. Don't miss the continuing
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drama of Grand Springs in Marriage by Contract by Sandra Steffen.
The Rancher takes his Convenient Bride
The Rangers of Purple Heart Ranch Volume One
The Cowboy's Honor
Chasing the Runaway Bride
The Cowboy's Christmas Bride

Hawk's Way Bachelors Will three incredibly strong and stubbon men
of the land rethink their bachelor ways when love comes a-calling?
The Rancher and the Runaway Bride When lovestruck virgin Tate
Whitelaw becomes brawny Adam Philips's adoring woman, her bossy
brothers arrive with shotguns in hand! The Cowboy and the Princess
Will the fiery discord between breathtaking beauty Belinda Prescott
and ill-tempered cowboy Faron Whitelaw catch them off guard…? The
Wrangler and the Rich Girl Tempting Texas debutante Candy Baylor
makes potently masculine horse breeder Garth Whitelaw an offer he
can't possibly refuse!
36 Hours Serial As a devastating summer storm hits Grand Springs,
Colorado, the next thirty–six hours will change the town and its
residents forever.... The Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 3 Time
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is running out for runaway bride Randi Howell. The hitmen are hot on
her trail, and soon no one will be safe at Brady's ranch. Texas feels a
lifetime away from Grand Springs, but going home and facing up to
her old life may be the only way to hang on to the new one. Randi's
days of running are over–she just hopes that Brady can face his fears
about love and stop running, too.... Don't miss the continuing drama of
Grand Springs in Marriage by Contract by Sandra Steffen.
Time is running out for runaway bride Randi Howell. The hitmen are
hot on her trail, and soon no one will be safe at Brady’s ranch.
36 Hours Serial As a devastating summer storm hits Grand Springs,
Colorado, the next thirty-six hours will change the town and its
residents forever…. The Rancher and the Runaway Bride Part 1 Grand
Springs is about to have it's most spectacular wedding—or it was,
until the bride, Randi Howell, ran off. She took advantage of the
power failure to sneak out of the lodge—only to overhear strange
gunmen discussing a murder. Now she's on the run from a furious
groom and ruthless killers. Fleeing halfway across the country to
Texas, Randi arrives at Brady Jones's ranch. It's the perfect safe
haven—big sky, horses and no questions. And since the handsome
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cowboy's willing to take a chance on her, she'll work hard and prove
her worth while she's there. Brady has taken in enough misfits and
strays to know trouble when he sees it, but something about the feisty
girl with the raven curls is making him look the other way. He hopes
he won't regret giving her a chance…. The story continues in The
Rancher and the Runaway Bride Parts 2 and 3.
The Bluest Eyes in Texas
Love in Little Tree, Book Two
In this box set of three, full length sweet modern, western
romances, watch three hardened Army Rangers fall hopelessly
in love with the cowgirl next door, the little sister who’s
all grown up, and the bride that almost got away! In The
Rancher takes his Convenient Bride, instalove alters the
plan when an Army Ranger makes a calculated deal to wed a
female rancher in a modern day marriage of convenience. In
The Rancher takes his Best Friend’s Sister, falling for his
best friend’s sister is not an option when an Army Ranger is
tricked into a modern day marriage of convenience. In The
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Rancher takes his Runaway Bride, chasing his runaway bride
to the altar is all this Army Ranger cares about in this
modern day marriage of convenience. Grab these three lighthearted, sweet romances of convenient arrangements that
unfold into lasting love.
Realizing she was about to make an enormous mistake, Allison
ran away from her wedding, only to be caught in a bitter
Wyoming blizzard. When she takes shelter at the Crazy H
ranch, she finds herself snowbound with sexy rancher CJ
Hall. She's just avoided one bad relationship, how can she
let herself fall into another? CJ has been left at the altar
once. He isn't about to get involved with somebody else's
runaway bride. Can the magic of the holidays help them
overcome the past, and make this the best Christmas ever?
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